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Create Pinterest-worthy clothing, accessories, and more with this how-to guide and memoir
featuring 20 meditative sewing projects, plus inspiring stories that promote creativity, happiness,
and fulfillment. When Sanae Ishida was diagnosed with a chronic illness and lost her corporate
job, she felt like her whole life was falling apart. Inspired to succeed at just one thing, Ishida
vowed to sew all of her daughter’s clothes—and most of her own—for one full year. In Sewing
Happiness, Ishida recounts her incredible journey, reflecting on how sewing helped her survive
such a difficult time in her life.Sewing Happiness features twenty simple sewing projects (with
variations) organized by season and tied together with a thread of memoir that tells the story
Ishida’s unexpected transformation and how sewing brought her profound happiness. Each
seasonal project—from Japanese-inspired home goods to children’s and women’s clothing—is
specially designed to promote health, creativity, and relationships and to provide gentle
inspiration to live your best life. Complete with photos and easy-to-follow steps, Sewing
Happiness is at once a guide to the craft of sewing and a guide to enjoying life in all its beautiful
imperfections.

2016 Homemaker Magazine Best Home Sewing Book Award Winner“In a world of Pinterest-
perfect styling and overposed, overedited sewing blog photos, Ishida’s honesty is refreshing,
and her thoughtful musings on the importance of “taking a break”—whether to sew, enjoy family,
or simply appreciate our lives—are a delight.”—Library Journal“[Ishida] stitches together a
memoir, a delightful medley of sewing projects and a strong lesson in wabi-sabi, the concept of
finding beauty in imperfection.”—Seattle Magazine“Part sewing-pattern collection, part one
woman’s personal tale of her self-help journey, this book aims to be as inspirational as it is
useful.”—Booklist"You might be sewing a pattern, but confidence will also emerge on the other
side of the presser foot, and that, Sanae assures, will bring you sewing happiness." —Seattle's
Child“This book is beautiful. It’s beautifully written, beautifully styled and photographed, and
beautiful to hold in your hands. It’s the kind of book that you would be thrilled to receive as a gift,
and even more excited to give away to someone you love.”—Closet Case Files“A lovely book,
and very relatable if you’ve ever struggled with your health or with finding meaning and joy in
your life.”—Sew Mama Sew“This book is more than a collection of projects…[it] is an open,
honest, raw and vulnerable conversation about how making things can heal us.”—A Happy
Stitch"Sewing Happiness actually digs down deep into the idea that crafting is a meditative,
health-boosting practice that really has the power to transform how you feel...bring on the
sewing machine!"—Dream Green DIY"[Sewing Happiness] is part memoir, part sewing book,
and filled throughout with beautiful photography and illustrations. It is a joy to read."—Cut Cut
Sew"Sewing Happiness is a beautiful and touching book about the healing power of making.



Part memoir, part craft book, and all gorgeous, you won't be able to put it down."—Small
+Friendly"This book, unlike most other craft/sewing books, had me reading each and every
page, each and every project introduction. It's moving, inspiring and, of course, instructional as
well."—Buzzmills "No book has described the healing and life-affirming practice of sewing more
beautifully than Sanae Ishida’s Sewing Happiness."—Sew News"Shows readers the power of a
little creativity in their lives."—Mother Earth NewsAbout the AuthorSANAE ISHIDA writes, sews,
draws, and takes photos almost every day. She lives with her husband and daughter in Seattle.
She is the author of the sewing books Sewing Love, Sewing Happiness, and Animal Friends to
Sew, as well as the Little Kunoichi the Ninja Girl picture book series, and Little Sumo, a board
book series. Both she and her daughter have too many handmade clothes. Find out more about
her work at SanaeIshida.com.
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Julie Hagan Bloch, “more than just sewing. This an inspiring and delightful combination of
wisdom, instructive practicality, and good humor. I have been sewing, off and on, for over 60
years; but I still found helpful tips and encouragement within the book's (virtual) pages. Well
done, Ms. Ishida, and thank you!   ”

TD, “Clear explanations. Author has a very clear, easy to understand style, good photos
andOriginal project ideas.”

Snidera62, “Not a sewing guide, but so much more.. If you want a straight forward instructional
sewing book, there are others. This book is a story of healing by taking care of yourself and
finding joy in sewing. I completely related to this story, although I have the opposite thyroid issue,
Hashimoto’s disease. (HypOthyroidism as opposed to HypErthyroidism and Graves’ disease.) I
know exactly how it feels to be so tired, you physically ache and feeling so frustrated that you
often find yourself angry. Periods of stress causes autoimmune flares and sewing is so calming,
it’s hard to think about other things when I’m working on something. I too have changed my
lifestyle to accommodate my thyroid issues but I found I needed an outlet and sewing is it.I loved
reading this story and I love the uncomplicated design of the projects included in the book. The
fact that the author made them this way feels like a parallel to her simplified life and healthier way
of being. Loved it!”

Music Lover from Wisconsin, “Lovely Sewing Projects and Presentation But .... To condense
many pages into two sentences: former corporate striver loses health, job, and almost family.
Slowing down, eating right, exercising, realigning priorities, and sewing save the day.It's not that I
don't care about the author's life story but ... okay, I don't care. She seems nice, though. Her
daughter is very cute. I'm here for the sewing.Now, I've been sewing clothes for 50 years. What
does this book have to teach me? Answer: some fun, quick projects. I have made three origami
pillows (fabulous results) and one infinity scarf (directions could have been streamlined for
clarity). Most of the projects and their clean lines appeal to me and I will certainly make more.
Four stars for the sewing part of the book.Minus one star for the autobiography. It felt like an
angle to differentiate this book from others. Not necessary.Looking forward to Sanae Ishida's
next sewing book.”

A. Schauer, “What a lovely book about sewing, life, and soul!. I love this book.:) It is an unusual
combination of an artist's personal story and a sewing book, and yet that combination works
beautifully. It's hard to describe what category I would put this book into. I love the projects,
because although they are not difficult, they are also not what you might find in other sewing
books. They have the author's well-developed creative touch, and each project was chosen for a
personal reason by this writer, as you will see when you read her story and see what she chose



to include. I plan to make several of them. The fabrics chosen for the projects also reflect the
artist and provide some guidance in making a more sophisticated product.One brilliant aspect of
this book was Not to include patterns, but instead to encourage the readers to follow the
directions, which are all just fine, and to draft their own patterns. I don't usually think of sewing
books as works of art, but I think this one is. Buy one for yourself, and also for a friend.Theres a
lot of soul in this sewing book!”

J, “A very good read. I enjoyed reading this book. I'm not a novice sewist, but reading newer
books gives me ideas. I was very interested in the simple pattern drafting, there are two patterns
I will be drafting and making. The author's personal journey was also interesting to me because
of things I've dealt with in my life. What I took away from this book was techniques that can be
used for other projects I can design myself.”

Ebook Library Reader, “A happy book!. Encouraging content … doesn’t emphasize perfection
but therapy of doing”

Ebook Library Reader, “Gave it a second look. Truth be told, when I received this book and
started looking through it, my first impulse was to return it. I was turned off by the amateurish-
looking drawings that went with the instructions and I didn't like the way the book was organized
with the description/photos of the items separate from the instructions. The seasonal
organization isn't very intuitive either, to me anyway. But I gave a couple of the projects a try and
was pleased with the results. I made the fabric basket and the origami triangle bag and both
turned out beautifully. I was almost afraid to attempt the latter as I just couldn't picture how it
would work, at first. Not all of the projects appeal, especially since I don't have kids, but I'll
probably make more.”

Chris Jackson - Smith, “Refreshingly simple.. This Sewing Happiness is more than an instruction
book as it follows the author through Covid and lockdown, a time that we all remember and can
empathise with her emotions. She explains how she used sewing to help her deal with the stress
and fear she experienced, emerging fairly unscathed and with a new found skill. Wonderful read,
and I will be trying some of her makes.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Book. Great book. Shows that stitching isn't only to use fabric. It is a
great mental health tool and can take you to a different place.”

James George, “Looking forward to working with this book.. Just had a quick look through but
am glad I bought it, loads to get on with.”

The book by Sanae Ishida has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 386 people have provided feedback.
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